Vehicles slipping on ferry deck???
Motions of a ship, which are expressed through vertical, lateral and longitudinal
accelerations and angles of the ship deck to the horizontal plane are usually limited,
because of concerns about motion sickness and because people will loose their balance,
when subjected to accelerations beyond certain limits. Motion sickness is not a concern
in this case, because the exposure of about 15 minutes is too short to make most people
seasick. There are different limiting criteria for accelerations and roll angle for ships with
experienced professional mariners on board ( merchant ships, navy and coast guard
vessels ) and passenger ships, like ferries with transit passengers and cruise liners with
longer term passengers. There is also a difference between average values and limiting
significant values which are usually twice the average.
A report, prepared by E.Y.E. Marine Consultants for BC Ferries in February 2013
states, that an operational limit of +/- 5 degrees significant roll was applied to prevent
vehicles from slipping on deck. Normal and Cautionary Operations are restricted by roll
response and wave height. Wave height of 0.6m and more, which is, according to the
report, typically achieved by a wind speed of 12 kts for 4 hours or more can induce a roll
angle over 5 degrees and effect the ferry operation. So it is not only a storm of 55 kts that
will shut down the ferry service, but a moderate breeze ( moving small branches in trees,
and raising loose paper according to the Beaufort Wind Scale ) of only 12 kts over a
longer period of time will do the same.
A 5 degree lateral angle is achieved by parking a car with the right wheels on the
sidewalk, hardly a significant slope. To make a vehicle slide on such a minimal slope,
significant vertical and lateral accelerations have to coincide. Seakeeping criteria from
NORDFOSK 1987 indicate, that for passenger ships the significant vertical acceleration
should be less than 0.1 g, the lateral acceleration should be below 0.08 g. Tank tests,
conducted by consultants indicate, that at wind speeds of 33 kts, which is within the
normal operation range, the accelerations are at least 5 times the recommended limit.
That means, the ferry's barge type hull, without sufficient weight and draft to slow it's
motions, is rocking and bucking like a rodeo bronco, causing the concern about sliding
vehicles.
It would be grossly negligent to proceed with the cable ferry proposal without
additional attention directed at the problem of sliding vehicles. Imagine people being
crushed between cars and trucks!
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